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about 1 a.m. and am instantly given VIP
status as the producer takes me around
introducing me as the newest investor.
About an hour later, twin Russian
actresses arrive with a demo reel and,
being a committed film person, I accept
their offer for a private screening.

ADAPTING
My other purpose for being there is to
work with a screenwriter to begin adapting my novel into a screenplay. New
Orleans proves to be a terrific venue for
starting this process. I am staying on St.
Charles, where the famous Mardi Gras
parade passes by, and the streetcar line
provides easy access to the French
Quarter and Harrah’s poker room. By
day I explore the city and visit the movie
set, then around 5 p.m. I get to the hotel
and stop by the front desk to pick up the
pages from the writer. Then it’s off to the
poker room to review and make comments between hands. The writer arrives
about 10 p.m. so we can go over my
notes, and we repeat this process for a
week.

Holding our meetings at a poker room
helps us stay focused on the authenticity
of the poker sequences and allows me to
get my poker fix.
The process of converting a literary
work into a cinematic interpretation is
fascinating. One of the criticisms filmgoers often have is “the movie is never as
good as the book.” This is often because
the movie strays from the written word.
I soon discover this is because it has to.
The medium demands it. I begin to learn
that only about 20 percent of the material from the book can survive to the
screen. While the book contains several
storylines, the film has to focus on the
most important one and tell that story.

LOOKING

FOR

CASH

The third reason I’m in New Orleans is to
start sniffing around for our next round
of investors. While on set one day, I overhear someone say: “We just lost our
funding on that project because we
couldn’t find a part for the principal’s
Russian wife/actress.” I immediately
insert myself in the conversation and
Working on the set.

discover the deal was contingent on having a role that plays to this actress’ heritage.
I explain Life on Tilt has a feature role
for a Russian businesswoman and
inquire who this actress is. When they
inform me it’s someone who is quite popular in Russia, but undiscovered in the
States, I press them once more. They
share the name and I stare back wideeyed as I pull out the business plan and
turn to the proposed cast page. Now it’s
their turn to be amazed. One of the three
actresses we have identified as best bets
for this role is this same, unknown
actress.
Another Tilt moment!
Back at the poker room, I’m doing my
nightly edits and enjoying the friendly
banter with the Harrah’s crowd. Both
New Orleans and poker seem to attract
interesting people with fascinating backgrounds. I’m doing pretty well at a nolimit game, but I’m more enriched by the
stories my fellow players share. When
they learn why I am in town, the stories
get a bit more interesting and I wonder
whether they might be embellished for
my benefit.
Before I become too suspicious the
writer arrives and I have my new seating
assignment.
Empty table, Seat 1. Shuffle up and
edit!
♠

Next issue: “Taking a meeting” with a bigtime Hollywood director...Tilt takes on
Tinseltown.
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